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ESM 3. Methods 
Data linkage 

All data linkage within the Secure Anonymised Information Linkage (SAIL) databank are 
treated in accordance with the Data Protection Act 2018 and is compliant with the General 
Data Protection Regulation. Appropriate disclosure control methods were used to restrict the 
reporting of small numbers (i.e., categories containing less than 10 individuals). Data linkage 
between database were performed by identity matching and creation of unique anonymized 
linkage identifier (anonymized linking field) to be linked across datasets. This was conducted 
via the NHS Wales Informatics Service, a trusted organisation mandated to hold personally 
identifiable data. Further encryption of datasets using deterministic matching was based on 
NHS number or probabilistic matching using available demographics (first name, surname, 
date of birth, gender, and Phonex and Soundex versions of names) based on the Welsh 
Demographic Service dataset (Ford et al., 2009, Lyons et al., 2009). For probabilistic 
linkage, a matching score was calculated to reflect the odds of matches of demographic 
variables for an individual. We included individuals whose data were either deterministically 
linked or probabilistically linked with matching score of ≥0.9. With the matching criteria, 
overall accuracies of ≥99.8% could be attained and ≥94.1% of the records could be 
successfully linked as previously demonstrated (Lyons et al., 2009). 

 

Statistical analysis 

We used SQL DB2 to interrogate data within the SAIL Databank. Statistical analyses were 
performed using Stata 16.1 (StataCorp, 2019). The level of statistical significance was set at 
p = 0.05. All mortality data were expressed as numbers and rates (numbers/person-years at 
risk). 

 

Propensity score matching (PSM) for the self-harm cohort 

To reduce potential biases of baseline characteristics between the ‘self-harm’ and ‘no self-
harm’ group, we conducted PSM procedure by first obtaining PSs from a multivariable 
logistic regression with all extracted covariates summarized in Table E2 in ESM 1 as main 
effects and interactions. Continuous covariates were transformed into restricted cubic 
splines with five to seven knots (Harrell, 2001). Model fitting was a recurring process guided 
by Akiake (AIC), Bayesian Information Criteria (BIC) (Akaike, 1974; Schwarz, 1978), and the 
area under the receiver operating characteristics curve (Hosmer et al., 2013).  

One-to-one nearest-neighbor matching without replacement, with a caliper set to be 20% of 
the standard deviation of the logit transform of the propensity scores with common support 
(Stuart, 2010) was performed. To facilitate later subgroup analyses of mortality risk by sex, 
age group, and area deprivation (Welsh Index of Multiple Deprivation, WIMD quintile), we 
used overall PSs to match within combinations of subgroup strata (two sexes by three age 
groups by five WIMD groups) and aggregated to create the full matched cohort (Wang et al., 
2018). With this approach, only one model was fit and subgroups were fully nested within the 
main matched cohort.  

We performed quality checks on the PSM procedure (Austin & Stuart, 2015), including 
assessment of balance of covariates before and after matching by 1) comparison of the 
absolute standardised differences of the covariates and 2) graphical comparison of the 
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distributions of PSs between two sub-cohorts. Results of PSM and quality checks are 
summarized in Results in ESM 3, Table E3, Table E4, and Figure E5 in ESM 1. 

 

Modelling for mortality risk and contrast of model coefficients by Difference-in-
Difference (DiD) for the self-harm cohort 

Overall modeling specifications and postestimations 

We quantified the mortality gap between the ‘self-harm’ and ‘no-self-harm’ group for the 
whole study period by fitting multivariable time-stratified Cox proportional hazards regression 
on the matched self-harm cohort to assess mortality risks of self-harm as time-stratified (half-
year) hazard ratios (HRs) over the whole study period (April 2016-March 2021). The main 
independent variables were calendar time represented by half-year periods begin in April 
and October each year and indicator of self-harm as main effects and second order 
interaction. Other covariates listed in Table E2 in ESM 1 were included in the model as main 
effects and all time-varying covariates were discrete, measured either at the start dates of 
each time point (t) or within an interval of 6 months up to the start dates of each time point, 
i.e., [t - 6 months, t) (Table E2 in ESM 1) (Carr et al., 2017). The criteria of including these 
covariates were based on model fitting statistics (AIC/BIC) and the Harrell's concordance 
index for goodness of fit of survival models (Harrell et al., 1982) calculated as previously 
described for models with discrete time-varying covariates (Newson, 2010). All models were 
stratified by the matched set and the proportional hazards assumption was checked for all 
covariates based on visual inspection and test of Schoenfeld residuals.  

We calculated the DiD estimators to assess if HRs corresponding to the periods of the 
pandemic outbreak (Wave 1: April 2020-September 2020 and Wave 2: October 2020-March 
2021) were higher than HRs from pre-pandemic periods. The first level of difference was the 
change in HRs corresponded to the pandemic outbreak and the HR corresponded to a 
defined pre-pandemic period (October 2019-March 2020). The second level of difference 
was the change in the change in HRs computed from the first level of difference to the 
values obtained from the respective counterfactual periods (October 2017-March 2019, see 
Figure 1 for the schematic illustration of the periods). Given the valid common trend 
assumption, the DiD estimation ensures that changes in HRs before and during the 
pandemic outbreak are not due to background fluctuations occurred in the counterfactual 
periods when COVID-19 had not occurred (Dimick & Ryan, 2014; Wing et al., 2018). We 
reported the results from the DiD estimation as ratios of the hazard ratios (RHRs) of Wave 1 
vs. Pre-C19 and Wave 2 vs. Pre-C19 half-year periods in 2020/2021 compared to the 
respective values from the counterfactual period. RHRs significantly different from one 
reflect significant difference in change in HRs between Wave 1 (or 2) and the pre-C19 period 
compared to the same change in HRs in the counterfactual period. All RHRs were compiled 
using ‘contrast’ command in Stata after Cox modeling. 

Modeling and subgroup analyses 

To disentangle the association of COVID-19 infection and all-cause mortality for individuals 
who self-harmed, we fit two models by including or excluding an indicator variable of COVID-
19 infection (Table E2 in ESM 1). We also performed subgroup analyses by sex, age and 
WIMD and reported sub-group RHRs. We tested the subgroup differences of RHRs using 
variance-weighted least squares regression (Arya et al., 2013). Due to sample size issues, 
age and WIMD were regrouped to two categories (for age: <65 years vs. 65+ years; for 
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WIMD: Q1-Q3 vs. Q4-Q5). Due to model convergence issues, the variable of COVID-19 
infection was excluded in all subgroup analyses.  

Robustness check on DiD and sensitivity analysis 

We conducted a robustness check against the common trend assumption of DiD as 
previously proposed (Lechner, 2011; Wing et al., 2018). We repeated the RHR estimation by 
shifting the dates of all Pre-C19, Wave 1 and Wave 2 periods to a year before, i.e., 
presuming COVID-19 outbreak occurred in the previous year. The common trend 
assumption was deemed appropriate if RHRs from the robustness check do not significantly 
different from one.  

We conducted sensitivity analysis by repeating the main analysis with a different 
ascertainment criterion for the ‘self-harm’ group. As opposed to including a mixture of 
prevalent/incident population of self-harm to the ‘self-harm’ group as in the main analysis, we 
included only the incident population of self-harm to the ‘self-harm’ group in the sensitivity 
analysis. 

Results of the RHRs from the overall model, alternative model, sub-group analyses, 
sensitivity analysis, and robustness check are depicted in Figure E6, Table E5, and Table E6 
in ESM 1. 

Mortality risk for individuals who self-harmed during the COVID-19 pandemic 

We compared the mortality risks for individuals who self-harmed during the pandemic (Wave 
1 and Wave 2) to those who self-harmed during the pre-pandemic period (pre-C19) by 
calculating the proportions (%) of mortality for each period. We adopted the DiD approach to 
take into consideration the proportions of mortality from the respective counterfactual periods 
(2017-2019) where the pandemic was absent. The DiD estimation was performed using 
generalised estimating equations using robust variance for parameter estimation (Agresti, 
2007). We adopted the binomial distribution with logit link function for proportions. The 
exchangeable within-subject correlation structure was chosen to circumvent correlation of 
outcomes over time based on the quasilikelihood under the independence model criterion as 
described previously (Cui & Qian, 2007; Pan, 2002). The DiD estimator was the interaction 
term of the dummy variables of ‘Period’ (actual vs. counterfactual) and ‘Wave’ (pre-C19 vs. 
Wave 1 or Wave 2). We reported mortality proportions for all interested periods and the DiD 
estimators for Wave 1 and 2 as ratios of odds ratios (RORs) with 95% CIs (Table E7a and 
Table E7b in ESM 1). RORs >1 reflects an increased mortality risk for individuals who self-
harmed during the pandemic over those who self-harmed in the pre-pandemic period.   
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ESM 3. Results for propensity scores matching (PSM) of the self-
harm cohort 
We identified 45,422 individuals (1.7% out of 2,604,021) who self-harmed within the study 
period and met the inclusion criteria (Table E3 and Figure E1b in ESM 1). PSs were created 
from the best fit logistic model with the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve 
of 0.862 (95% CI: 0.860-0.863). Distribution of the PSs from the ‘self-harm’ and ‘no-self-
harm’ group are depicted in Figure E5 in ESM 1. Using one-to-one matching (without 
replacement) within stratified subgroups of sex, age, and area deprivation, we successfully 
matched 43,368 individuals from the ‘self-harm’ group (95.5% out of 45,422) with the same 
number of individuals from the ‘no self-harm’ group, whose PSs shared the common support 
(Table E3 in ESM 1). Distributions of the PSs were very similar between ‘self-harm’ and ‘no 
self-harm’ group after matching (Figure E5 in ESM 1). Diagnostic checks on all used 
covariates showed that all absolute standardized differences in the matched cohort were 
substantially lower than those in the unmatched cohort and all variance ratios approached 
unity after matching (Table E4 in ESM 1), indicating balance of covariates.  
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